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Got Vacant Buildings?
Colin Wills, Vice President/Manager

Whopper Brownies with
Malt Buttercream
INGREDIENTS

1 cup butter, softened
2 cups sugar
4 eggs
1½ tsp. vanilla
½ cup cocoa
½ cup malted milk powder
1½ cups flour
½ tsp. salt
Frosting
½ cup butter, softened
½ cup malted milk powder
3-4 cups powdered sugar
¼ cup milk
1 tsp. vanilla
1 cup Whoppers, chopped

DIRECTIONS

For the Brownies: Cream butter and
sugar together. Add eggs and blend
well. Add vanilla, salt, cocoa, malted
milk powder and flour. You can also
mix in some chopped Whoppers if you
would like. Don’t overbeat. Pour into
a greased 9X13 pan.Bake at 350 F for
20-25 minutes. Let cool.
For the Frosting: Mix all ingredients
together. Add more milk/powdered
sugar to get to your desired
consistency. Spread over cool brownies
and top with chopped whoppers.
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Have you ever wondered which city in America has the highest number of vacant buildings? Flint, Michigan,
not only is famous for its water issues, but also has the highest rate of vacancy for the smaller-city category at
7.5 percent. As far as big cities go, Detroit leads the category with 53,000 empty houses.
The word “vacant” can make some cringe due to the stigma associated with this type of risk, however, as an
agent there’s an opportunity in vacant structures. An entity owns that building or land if there’s no structure
on the property. Whether it’s an individual or a business and there’s a premises exposure always present with
vacant buildings.
A recent study in Austin, Texas, found that when a neighborhood has a vacant structure, that area had 3.2
times as many drug calls to police, 1.8 times as many theft calls, and twice the number of violent calls as
neighborhoods without a vacant structure. Another study in the Pittsburgh area showed a 15 percent increase
in violent crime within 250 feet of a vacant structure versus that same structure when occupied.
Bloss & Dillard writes vacant risks all the time and we pay 17.5 percent commission when the building is 100
percent vacant. Yes, 17.5 percent is correct! We have a great A++ rated carrier that has experience in
this category.
Chances are, if you drive around the town where your agency is located, you’ll see a vacant structure. There’s
an entity that owns that building and it’s an opportunity for you to write new business. The county tax assessor
will have information regarding who is paying taxes on that property and most county assessors have a website
so the work in finding that client could be minimal.
The next time you’re driving around town, see how many vacant buildings you drive by. I hope you’ll think of
Bloss & Dillard for these risks in the future.

Bloss & Dillard Website
and Agent Service Center
Tate Tooley, IT
Bloss & Dillard will soon offer an enhanced website user
experience. Many of you are aware of a self-service portal that we
had that provided you with the status of policies and submissions,
various policy reports, policy data information, and Certificates of
Insurance. This allowed you to do various things without having to
send any extra emails or make any extra phone calls to our office.
We have now incorporated that into our primary website/agent
portal.
Upon login, it will provide a list of policies and/or submissions for
your agency. If you click on a policy or submission, it will show
you the status of the submission/policy and other pertinent data
for that risk. This will be helpful as it will show you if we need
additional information or if we have already quoted the risk, etc.
Under Reports, you can run a list of in-force policies, policies that
are pending cancellation, policies that are already canceled, among
other reports.

Online Certificate Utility. This quick and easy utility allows you to
issue basic COI’s faster than you can email the request to us!
This rollout will take place over the next couple of months. You
will be notified as we move forward. I am excited as I believe it
will allow you to do business even easier with Bloss & Dillard.
Please feel free to contact me, ttooley@bloss-dillard.com, with any
questions, comments, or suggestions.

Perhaps the best feature of our Agent Service Center is the ability
for your agency to issue COI’s on select policies through our

Repair Shops Need Help Too
Linda Wolf, Commercial Auto
Do you have a used auto dealer, repair shop, body shop or mobile mechanic seeking
coverage? If so, we have several markets available and we would be happy to provide
you with a quote.
Repair shops offering alignments, brake service/repair, car alarm installation,
detailing, engine repair and/or overhaul, exhaust service/repair and new tire
sales (just to name a few) are right up our alley.
We are also able to consider new ventures if the owner has prior
experience. Just let us know in your submission the number of years
management experience they have in the industry.
To expedite the turnaround time in receiving a quote, please visit
our website or give us a phone call to request a company specific
application. If we are provided with a summary of the operations,
a fully completed company application, three years currently
valued loss runs and current MVRs (dealers) with your initial
submission we will be able to provide a quote quickly. Keep
in mind, there are some instances where we are required to
forward submissions on to the carriers for their review
and approval.

No Vacancy
Lindsay Lawless, Personal Lines
Do you have trouble finding a market for your insured’s vacant homes? Let Bloss
& Dillard help.
We have multiple markets to write vacant dwellings and mobile homes. Our
markets offer multiple term options, letting your insured choose to insure
their home for 3-, 6- or 12-months term.
These options are great for clients selling homes that are vacant or
clients with vacant homes under construction and renovation.
Together, we are sure to be able to find the right product for your
insured’s needs. Give us a call and let us know how we can help.

Let Us Help Find You The Best Deal
Betty Douglas, WC Supervisor
In today’s economy, when I shop I look for quality, price and services. I am very often going from merchant to merchant searching the best
price even if I have chosen which item to buy. I want to be sure I have found the best deal for my hard-earned money before I make my
final decision.
What do you look for when shopping for your client’s insurance needs? I would venture to guess much the same as I look for in everyday life
needs. Did you know that Bloss & Dillard represents Main Street standard companies for workers compensation coverage? We are not just a
last resort for your client. We have some of the most competitive workers compensation markets for offices, retail operations and many more
classes of business.
You probably represent companies to write the same kind of business, but why not compare the price they are paying with some of our
standard companies with quality services to offer and a fresh look for your client’s needs. It is easier to just let the policy continue to renew
without having to complete applications to reprice the quote with
other carriers. I speak from my own experience when I say do not
leave things to chance. I moved my own personal policies
several years ago because my long-time agent failed to
compare, I had to shop for myself.
When your client knows they have someone shopping for
their best deal and giving them options or comparisons
to confirm what is best for them they will not feel the
need to shop with other agents.
BDI is more than just a last resort, we can be the
first stop to savings.
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